USTA -February 1st, 2018 Meeting Notes
AWARD WINNERS
Pro of the year

Paul Henri Arrigoni - RRC

Sportsmanship awards

Tracy Crisp and Will Edwards

Volunteer of the year

Dempsey Farmer

Captain of the year

Jennifer Wermig

GENERAL - Tracy
1. When will schedules be ready? We will begin to schedule this weekend which will take
about a week and then Millbrook makes changes, published most likely third week of
February. Plan on starting the first or second week in march.
2. What about the spring break schedule? If you have a match that week both captains
may agree to reschedule (must be made up within 2 weeks or before).
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February. Plan on starting the first or second week in march.
2. What about the spring break schedule? If you have a match that week both captains
may agree to reschedule (must be made up within 2 weeks or before).
We will be here after the meeting for questions and you can email us.
Who knows this answer - if a serve hits the net cord and strikes either the receiver or the
receiver’s partner before hitting the ground, what happens? Call a let!

TECHNICAL RULES - Lynn
FRIEND AT COURT - RULES - EXCERPTS
1. The server is required to call the score at the beginning of each game and before each
point .
2. Foot faults - The receiver or the receiver's partner may call foot faults only after all
reasonable efforts such as warning the server has failed and the foot faulting is so flagrant
as to be clearly perceptible from the receiver's side.
3. Lets - Any player can call a let.( There is no such thing as a voice let.) The actions of
spectators are not the basis for replaying a point.
4. Play is continuous. 20 seconds is allowed between points. 90 seconds is allowed between
games. 2 minutes is allowed at the end of each set.
5. Players are allowed one medical timeout of 3 minutes.
6. A player can reach over the net only if a ball has landed on his side and then travels over
the net because of a gust of wind or backspin hit by his opponent.

THE CODE
The code is a summary of procedures and unwritten rules that custom and tradition dictate
all players should follow.
1. Warm up serves are taken before the first serve of match.
2. Player makes calls on own side of net.
3. Opponent gets the benefit of doubt.
4. Ball touching any part of line is good. Any ball that cannot be called out is good.
5. Either partner may make calls in doubles. The call of a player looking down a line is
more accurate than a player looking across a line.
6. A player who reverses an out call to good loses the point.
7. Spectators never make calls.
8. When a ball rolls on the court, any player may call a let.
9. A player is not required to show an opponent a mark on a clay court. The opponent may
not cross the net to inspect a mark.
10. A player shall not put into play or hit over the net an obvious fault.
11. Resolving score disputes a. count all points and games agreed upon and replay only disputed games or points or
b. If the players cannot agree, spin a racket or toss a coin.
11. Talking when ball is in play - Doubles players shall not talk when the ball is moving
toward their opponent's court.
12. Grunting - a player should avoid grunting and making other loud noises.

THE MATCH - Tracy
All answers are in the rules, will send out link to Friend at Court
1. What are the captains pre match duties? a. home captain must email to confirm the
match location, staggered, water available, etc. within 7 days prior to the match. b. Print
out your scorecard! Lineups must be written prior to exchange.

2. What is the procedure for warm up and lineup exchange?
Scorecards are to be
exchanged when all players are on site and ready to play. At the scheduled match time, if a
player is not on site, the captains have 3 options to proceed with the scorecard exchaa. Wait
until the missing player is on site and ready to play (prior to the 15 minute default time),
exchange scorecards and play the match. At the default time, if the player is still not on site
and ready to play, the missing player would be moved to a defaultable court (see chart in
IV. J.), scorecards would then be exchanged and play would begin. OR
b. Captains can agree to exchange scorecards and begin play with the lineups as-is. Default
rules will apply (See National Reg 2.03 K and Q&A). OR
c. Substitute a missing player with an eligible player that is on site and ready to play, but is
not listed on the original scorecard. Substitutions must be made prior to the 15 minute
default time and can only be exchanged for the missing player in the original lineup.
3. Do lineups have to be in order? Lineups do not need to be in strength order unless it is a
plus league.
4. Do we have to let the opposing captain know about a default beforehand? It is courteous
but not required. Things happen at the last minute but if you know you can’t field the
court please email the opposing captain as soon as you know you will not have a player
available. Be sure - once you have defaulted there is no changing your mind (unless you are
rained out).
5. Do players have to show up to claim a forfeit? Yes, unless notified of a default prior to
the match.
6. Can we have cell phones on court? No cell phones on court (must stay in bag with ringer
off). If you think you need to have someone get in touch with you during the match, leave
phone outside court with captain or spectator or clear it with the opponent (discuss it with
the other captain while exchanging lineups).
7. Can we communicate with people outside the court? Generally, no. No communication
with anyone outside the court - teammates, pros, spouses, kids, etc. If you have to talk to
someone, make sure the opponent knows what is going on beforehand. Your doubles
partner should be the only one to accompany you to the bathroom.

RAINOUT/INCLEMENT WEATHER - Lynn
We do not have a cold or heat policy.
1. If there is rain the day or night before a scheduled match, captains should get in touch the day before or
early that morning to set up tentative plans for playing the match in case of wet courts.
2. Before canceling matches all options should be explored and captains should make every effort to

avoid postponing a match due to inclement weather. If the opponent’s courts are playable, teams are
required to play a home match away. Teams are highly encouraged, but not required, to start later or
play a staggered match to get the match in. This should also be applied to makeup matches.
3. As stated above, teams should attempt to play based on the difficulty in making up matches. However,
safety of the players is our highest priority. Captains should monitor the weather conditions up to 1 hour
before the match and make the decision at that time.
4. It is the responsibility of the Home Team Captain or substitute captain whose match was postponed
to get in touch with all relevant parties regarding matches.
a. If the match is scheduled at a club, the club officials will determine if the courts are
playable by their standards.
b. In some cases this may be up to 30 minutes prior to match time.
5. If you have not been in contact with the opposing captain, do not assume the match is canceled. Your
team must show up ready to play or be subject to default.
6. When teams have assembled to play, and weather and/or courts conditions are questionable, or the
match is interrupted by inclement weather, teams are required to wait 1/2 hour past the original
scheduled time unless both teams agree to wait longer.
7. In the event that rain or inclement weather forces the cancelation and rescheduling of a TEAM
MATCH, substitutions may be made in any individual court which has not begun. When the TEAM
MATCH has been rained out, forfeits given in the original lineup do not stand in the makeup match. For
purposes of this rule a team match is defined as all courts played in a given format (i.e.: 0 out of 5 courts
have begun for a 5 court match or 0 out of 3 courts have begun for a 3 court match).
8. Incomplete matches must be resumed by the same players in the same positions (ad and deuce), same
side of the net, same set, same game and point score, and at the same site unless players have mutually
agreed to play elsewhere. These matches must be made up within two weeks. The time period may be
extended depending on extreme weather situations at the discretion of the LLC.
9. Completed individual matches will stand as played.
10. Makeup matches should be arranged within 48 hours after the canceled match and played within two
weeks of the original match date. Let us know if there is any problem rescheduling the matches.
a. Matches can be made up as a team match or by scheduling individual courts at
different times.
b. If the players are scheduling the makeup individually, captains should exchange
lineups within 24 hours of the rainout and have their players set the date/time/location of the match.
Both home and away players’ contact information should be given. Teams are equally responsible for
getting the match rescheduled.
c. If the captains are setting the date/time/location for individual matches they should
agree on which lines are being played at what time.
11. If a date, time and location have been determined for a team match (or individual court) rescheduled
due to inclement weather or another allowed circumstance, (i.e. State Championship conflict) the match
can only be suspended again due to inclement weather. Any team that cannot make the rescheduled
match time will default any affected courts.
12. Substitutions in makeup matches

a. For any court that had begun play (first point played), lineups will stand. For
any court that had not yet begun play (first point played), teams may substitute players as
long as the substitutions are not listed on the original scorecard.
b. If a substitution cannot be found, the match will have to be forfeited.
13. If a rescheduled match has been rained out, then the match may be rescheduled. Two more
weeks will be added (matches must be played within the framework of the league season – if this is
not possible with a two week extension teams will have less than two weeks to make up the match).
*** If a match has not been played by the 4th week after the scheduled date, the LLC may record it
as a double default for the entire match.
14. If a scheduled match is completely rained out (play has not begun on any court), any defaults on the
scorecard are reinstated and can be made up. If, however, one court has begun play (first point played)
and the match is interrupted due to inclement weather, all defaults stand.

PLAYOFF/POST SEASON - Tracy
1. How many matches are necessary to qualify for states? 18+, 40+ and 55+ spring
players need 2 matches, 1 may be a default. 65+ needs 1 match and it also may be a default.
You may play local playoffs to get the required matches in.
2. What happens if there is a full team default? Full match defaults affecting standings will
be taken out at the end of the season. If there are 2 RR it is only taken out of the RR it
affects.
3. When does my team have to accept or decline the bid to states? You should know before
playoffs if you will be able to accept the bid should you win. We cannot go below second
place so if you decline there is a chance we won’t send anyone to states

You will have 1 hour after the conclusion of the final to let us know if your
team is going to the state tournament
If you accept the bid and later decline there is a $300 penalty.
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